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Introduction

The Human Early Learning Partnership (HELP) is a collaborative, interdisciplinary research network, based at the School of Population and Public Health at the University of British Columbia. HELP’s unique partnership weaves many scientific viewpoints to address complex early child development (ECD) issues. HELP connects researchers and practitioners from communities and institutions across British Columbia, Canada, and internationally. HELP’s interdisciplinary approach reaches across society to cell\(^1\) and its program of research emphasizes the human development spectrum.

This fourth edition of our annual research publications catalogue demonstrates the breadth and depth of our organization’s engagement in research and scholarship. HELP faculty members are committed to the integration of research and teaching and they work with a network of researchers and students from British Columbia, Canada, and around the world to inform, engage, and facilitate action to ultimately help children and families thrive.

This catalogue highlights scholarly activities and achievements in 2015-2016 of the HELP team, affiliated scholars and researchers. It is organized by topic and is designed to allow readers to identify more easily the contribution of HELP to collective child development research. The listed publications cover a variety of disciplines and topics and, in many instances, reflect new and interesting collaborations across disciplines. This does not claim to be a comprehensive listing of all peer reviewed publications for faculty, affiliate, students, and staff, although it aims to provide a useful representation of research published. This catalogue should help inform our communities, government and colleagues about the research undertaken through HELP. If you wish to seek further information about HELP research or activities, I invite you to contact our Deputy Director, Pippa Rowcliffe, or our faculty directly.

\(^{1}\) For more on the “society to cell” approach, see http://www.med.ubc.ca/michael-kobor-epigenetics/.
Biology of Early Development

GENERAL


SOCIAL EPIGENETICS (genes, DNA expression, etc.)


PRENATAL EXPOSURES, STRESS


CORTISOL LEVELS, PRE-TERM, ETC.


Community Systems

EVALUATION

   (This is not a peer-reviewed publication; it is included as part of HELP’s evaluation work)

Child Development and Developmental Monitoring

EARLY YEARS


Policy, Outcomes, and Additional Research

GENERAL (child care, hearing, dental, autism, and more)


GENERATION SQUEEZE, FAMILY POLICY


*This is not a peer-reviewed publication.

For additional reports related to Generation Squeeze, see http://www.gensqueeze.ca/resources.
Health, Health Services and Delivery

GENERAL


Supporting Research

GENERAL


STATISTICS, MODELING, MEASUREMENT


Map Sets, Community Summaries

MIDDLE YEARS DEVELOPMENT INSTRUMENT

2016


For additional publications related to the Early Development Instrument and the Middle Years Development Instrument and Findings, see the HELP website: http://earlylearning.ubc.ca/maps/.
Media
(Note: This is a selection of articles in the media; the list is not intended to be exhaustive)

General

2. Carman T. **Child care for $10 a day feasible; Economy would benefit from employment, GDP boost, report finds.** The Vancouver Sun. 2015 07/09.
4. Gordon A. **Study finds relationships are key to children’s sense of well-being.** Toronto Star. 2015 12/08.
5. Gordon A. **Relationships are the keys to child’s sense of well-being.** The Spectator. 2015 12/10.
6. Landreville T. **Early Years Centres set for unveiling; Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows Centres will receive $52,000 in funding.** Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows Times. 2016 03/31.
7. Mills K. **Study finds many Grade 4 students thriving in Mission.** Mission City Record. 2015 11/20.
8. Pemberton K. **United Way survey targets Surrey/White Rock; Community social-demographic profile is first in a series.** The Vancouver Sun. 2015 09/11.
9. Pemberton K. **United Way listens to family concerns; Community suggestions put into action with $1.2M for projects in Surrey, Coquitlam.** The Vancouver Sun. 2015 10/17.
11. Robinson M. **City considers repurposing parking stalls for child care; Unconventional move makes sense in a city strapped for space, say staff.** The Vancouver Sun. 2016 05/04.

Generation Squeeze

17. Anderssen E. **The trouble with pitching the middle class.** The Globe and Mail. 2015 09/19.
19. Artibise Y. **Squeezed out.** Strong Towns. 2016 03/11.
21. Baldrey K. **Budget shows generation gap.** The Record. 2016 03/03.
22. Barrett J. **Vancouver remains a magnet; for cash-strapped, stressed-out millennials.** Vancouver Courier. 2016 05/05.
23. Bateman T. **Study touts full-day kindergarten benefits.** The Brandon Sun. 2016 02/16.
25. Beach M. Study: **Political parties promise dollars for retirees, pennies for under 45s.** BC Business. 2015 10/15.
26. Bramham D. **Seniors’ share squeezes spending; Fiscal favouritism.** The Vancouver Sun. 2015 10/06.
29. Carrick R. **Debt, flat incomes add to financial strains on young Canadians.** The Globe and Mail. 2016 03/04.
32. De Jong M. Minister touts housing measures; Budget 2016. The Vancouver Sun. 2016 02/17.
35. Huras A. Budget spends thousands more on seniors than other New Brunswickers, says report. Telegraph-Journal. 2016 02/04.
41. Kershaw P. Harper policies help seniors, but take a toll on young Canadians; Government needs to focus spending on all generations, Paul Kershaw writes. The Windsor Star. 2015 10/13.
44. Kershaw P. Message on medical spending misleading; Research shows health budget must be contained. The Windsor Star. 2015 10/07.
45. Kershaw P. Underfunding child care has dire consequences; Headline. Daily Gleaner. 2015 10/01.
64. Mason G. Latest budget splashes around the money for everyone except those who need it most. The Globe and Mail. 2016 02/18.
68. Musser D. Show me the money. The Province. 2016 03/29.
71. Seyd J. Priced out; As property values skyrocket, young families are being pushed out of the North Shore. North Shore News. 2016 05/15.
72. Woo A. *Youth face future of inherited challenges*. The Globe and Mail. 2016 01/06.
73. Woo A. *Young people in B.C. face future of inherited challenges*. Globe and Mail. 2016 01/05.

74. *Average house price up 17% but markets outside B.C. and Ontario not so cheerful*. Toronto: Canadian Broadcasting Corporation; 2016.
75. *Budget shows generation gap*. Burnaby Now. 2016 03/02.
79. *For real-world ideas, take it to the street*. The Spectator. 2015 10/06.
83. *How the deck got stacked against young Canadians*. Toronto Star. 2015 10/06.
87. *Smarter spending is needed; Alberta’s younger generation is being shortchanged by the provincial budget, especially in funding for health care, writes Paul Kershaw*. Edmonton Journal. 2015 10/30.
88. *The ‘millennial’ disconnect; Politicians are offering more than usual for the elusive young adult voter in this campaign, writes Tyler Dawson, but some say their plans miss the mark for a generation facing an uncertain future*. The Ottawa Citizen. 2015 10/17.
89. *Underfunding child care in Canada comes with a heavy toll*. The Guelph Mercury. 2015 10/03.
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